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1 Introduction

Much has been written about privacy on social applications (aka social net-
works). Popular social applications, such as FaceBook and MySpace, have brought
the spotlight onto this often polarising issue. As social networks deal with the
growing demand to support portable profiles [1] - that allow the user to easily
move between social networks - they grapple with finding business models that
can monetize their efforts.

Most privacy interactions on social networks are through dialog windows with
multiple selections on offer and pulldown menus for selecting specific criteria.
Very little thought is paid to any form of graphical representation for the privacy
options.

In this paper we discuss and review some early research on designing and
testing graphical icons to represent common privacy concepts. The icons are
evaluated in a series of experiments to better understand the users interpretation
of these graphical images.

Finally, to support interoperability across social networks, will review and
propose extensions to the ODRL policy language to match the new graphical
icons. The combination of a user- and compatible machine-view for privacy con-
cepts should further the move towards open interoperable social networks.

2 Background and Related Work

The phenomena of Social Networks has put the media spotlight on Privacy as
new and existing web companies drive to gain the attention of the global web
community. From Facebook [2] to the more recent Google Buzz [3], Privacy has
polarised the community as they try to meet the balance of user acceptability.
This trend is not unique to the Social Web, with eHealth records [4] gaining just
as much media attention.

The common new approach is to give the user-control of their identity [5] and
hence, greater control over their own privacy as there is now “strong evidence
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that the social networking market is failing to provide users with adequate pri-
vacy control” [6]. Many report on how users are “confused by the existing and
extensive privacy settings” [7] and how “unconcerned users appear to privacy
risks” on social networks [8]. There is unease that Social Networks were not de-
faulting to the highest privacy levels [9] and that directly related to the key goal
of privacy; to “protect from harm” [10].

Taking a step back, it is important to review and define what we exactly mean
by privacy in this context. There have been many definitions over the years and
more recently; “Privacy...means the right to self-determination regarding data
disclosure...each user should be able to control how much personal information
he is willing to give to whom and for what purpose” [11].

Applying this to new technology, such as Social Networks, produces a “high
degree of ambiguity over appropriate norms of conduct” as users and providers
have a potential conflict of interest in the way the technology is used [12]. Design-
ing privacy-preserving systems relevant to social media is “quite a challenging
goal and it still deserves a significant research effort in the years to come” [13]
and although potentially achievable through opt-in/opt-out systems, “a more
careful consideration of the problem involves flexible privacy policy specification
and...access control” [14].

Technical approaches to privacy in Social Networks have varied greatly with
disparate results for the end user. These range from crypto-based solutions [15],
game-theory techniques [16], role-based mechanisms [17], obfuscation and de-
niability [18], faked information [19], mobility and geographic locality [20] and
social attestations [21]. Some novel techniques propose an auditing approach
[22, 23] to allow the owner to track use of their personal data, and others base
the privacy on how intensive interactions are between users [24], and the use of
peer-to-peer networks for trusted privacy [25].

Expressing privacy via machine-readable languages began with the W3C P3P
specification [26] but has not been widely adopted and is now relatively obsolete.
Attempts have been made to extend the XACML access control language to
support privacy [27], new languages have been proposed [28], and even the use
of natural language to capture policies for social platforms [29].

The use of Semantic Web representations (ie RDF/OWL) in privacy lan-
guages has been minimal with a number of proposals, but very little, if any
deployment by industry. A review of a number of these semantic privacy lan-
guages [30] has found them unclear and lacking in a number of key areas. We have
looked at this issue and have proposed extending the ODRL permission-based
language to support social privacy policies [31] and we continue that work in
this paper. The motivation for extending ODRL is that this language is already
widely deployed in the mobile sector for DRM applications.

Awareness through graphical icons offers a challenging way to map the terms
of an machine-readable privacy expression into something that could be useful
for end users by hiding the complexity of the (typically verbose) language. With-
out this visibility and awareness, web users could make decisions that are not
consistent with their expectations [32].
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Simple user interface constructs like a locked padlock and colour shading (eg
red for no access, yellow for semi-public, and green for open access [33]) can
help to indicate to the end user the potential audience of the information. Use of
the “watching eye” that was graded from fully open to closed [34] was another
general privacy indicator, as well as a “green happy face” and a “red conflict
face” [35] to show the privacy status. Another icon used is that of the “Privacy
Bird” [36] that used fixed images to indicate the privacy matching to a user’s
preferences. A “happy green bird” matched, a “confused yellow bird” indicated
no policy found, and a “angry red bird” indicated a mis-match in polices.

Some icons representing the specific privacy restrictions for social networks
were also developed [37]; non-commercial use (circle-backslash symbol over a
shopping cart), no false depiction (circle-backslash symbol over a camera), no use
for employment (circle-backslash symbol over a brief case), no use for financial
purposes (circle-backslash symbol over a dollar sign), and no use for medical
purposes (circle-backslash symbol over a red cross). These icons are indicative
of the said purposes, but do pose legal issues, for example, as to if a person can
state that what they posted on a social network site (eg derogatory remarks)
cannot be used by their employer to terminate their contract.

Our earlier work [40, 41] on supporting Policies in the new Web 2.0 world
categorised the next phases as:

– Policy Expression
– Policy Transparency
– Policy Conflict
– PolicyAccountability

With better representations and clearer semantics - both at the user interface
and machine levels - we can start to address Policy Expression and Transparency
for privacy.

3 The Privacy Icons Experiments

We reviewed common terms/concepts used in popular Social Networks for allow-
ing the user to express privacy settings [38]. The most common set were focussed
on allowing access to certain groups of people and included:

– Everyone
– Only Friends
– Some Friends
– All my Networks/Groups
– Some of my Networks/Groups
– Friends of Friends

Additionally, the default setting of “no access” was common.
An initial set of icons were developed (see Figure 1) that represented these

concepts but varied by using different combinations of ticks, crosses, open and
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closed padlocks, and colours across the same icon. We used the same representa-
tion of a person in each icon, with the rounded box representing a “group” and
many people together (directly) to be “friends”. The biggest challenge was an
icon for “friends of friends” and we decided to offset the group of friends behind
the user.

Fig. 1. Ticks V Crosses V Padlocks V Colours

We decided to use the icon set on the far right of Figure 1 for the first
experiment. It used both ticks and padlocks and we wanted to see what, if any,
preference the user had. We showed the icons to nine staff at our lab with a
separate list of the six concepts and asked them to map between them. We also
added a 7th “control” question to ensure they did not just map 6 icons to 6
concepts. This was called the “Some Friends and Networks/Groups” concept
which mixed the two “Some Friends” and “Some Networks” concepts. It also
helped us to see is there are some misconceptions with the other icons.

The results of the first experiment are shown in Table 1 (in the Appendix).
There was reasonable agreement for Icons 2, 3, 5, 6, less with Icon 1 (Some Net-
works/Groups), and confusion with Icon 4. We thought that Icon 4 (Friends of
Friends) would be the hardest to graphically represent, and the results confirmed
this.

In the second experiment, we also decided to simplify the icons for the Net-
works/Groups and consistently use coloured ticks and crosses. We also added
a “No Access” icon. The new set of icons is shown in Figure 2 and we used
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Fig. 2. Experiment 2 Icon Scenario

a scenario of specifying the privacy control over your birthdate (to give more
context) with the users asked to link the concept letter with the icon number.

The results are shown in Table 2 (in the Appendix) and was undertaken
with 18 final year high school students (an enthusiastic social network user de-
mographic). The results were mixed, with only Icon 1 (No Access) having unan-
imous support. Icon 6 (Some Networks/Groups) had the most varied responses,
followed by Icon 4 (Some Friends) and Icon 3 (All Friends). However, the ma-
jority of the survey respondents did get the icons correct which confirmed the
direction of the icon design. We performed a separate experiment for the Friends
of Friends icons and developed a number of new variations for the icon, as shown
in Figure 3. These included “chain links” and the number “2” to indicate 2nd
level connections.

The results of the experiment was:

– twelve chose icon 2,
– two chose icon 1, and
– one chose icon 4.

This confirmed the results of the first experiment for the friends-of-friends
icon design.

We believe that the final results provide a sound set of graphical icons for
indicating privacy preferences. The icons could be stylised by shadow and/or
colours to support more fine-grained visualisations, but the key entities (the
people, links, boxes, etc) should remain the same. Future experiments, specif-
ically on live social networks, would provide concrete data on user preferences
but early indicators are promising.
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Fig. 3. Friends of Friends Icons

4 Privacy Machine Expression

It is clear that a set of icons for representing privacy options will differ across
Social Network providers. Even though the consistency argument is valid, other
design and business issues may lead to independent sets of icons that users will
need to interact with. To then support interoperability across Social Networks,
we will then need a consistent representation language that can facilitate machine
to machine interoperability.

We look at extensions to the ODRL Version 2.0 language [39] to undertake
this task. Our approach is to capture the concepts to support interoperability
across service providers. This means, for example, that the concept of “only
friends” is consistent across FaceBook and LinkedIn. This means that if I specify
a Facebook policy that includes “only friends”, and this is then transported to
LinkedIn, the same concept applies to all my LinkedIn connections. That is,
“only friends” is not tied to any one service provider.

Reviewing the seven Privacy concepts:

– Everyone
– Only Friends
– Some Friends
– All my Networks/Groups
– Some of my Networks/Groups
– Friends of Friends
– No Access
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First, lets look at “Some of my Networks/Groups” and “Some Friends”.
These can only be feasibly implemented with the user specifying the exact iden-
tifiers (through the social network user interface) of their friends and/or Net-
work/Group names. The example below shows how the ODRL Permission to
Display the Asset (a photo) can be assigned to multiple friends:

<o:permission>
<o:asset uid="urn:facebook:renatoi:photos:mycat-88"/>
<o:action resource="o:action/display"/>
<o:role uid="urn:renato.iannella.it’’

function="o:function/assigner/">
<o:role uid="urn:facebook:billie’’

function="o:function/assignee/">

...list more users here...

<o:role uid="urn:facebook:murphy’’
function="o:function/assignee/" >

</o:permission>

For Networks/Groups, the Role identifiers would have “group” scope:

<o:role uid="urn:facebook:group:soccer-buddies’’
function="o:function/assignee/"
scope="o:scope/group">

...list more network/groups here...

<o:role uid="urn:facebook:group:cousins’’
function="o:function/assignee/"
scope="o:scope/group">

Second, lets look at “Only Friends” and “All my Network/Groups”. These
would require unique identifiers to be created and understood across social net-
works. We propose two new identifiers:

http://odrl.net/role/allConnections
http://odrl.net/role/allGroups

Then “Friend of Friends” can be captured with a third new identifier:

http://odrl.net/role/all2ndConnections

The “Everyone” concept can be captured with a fourth new identifier:

http://odrl.net/role/everyone

The key issue for these new identifiers is the context in which they operate.
That is, we need to state who the primary person is for which all their connections
are allowed access to an asset. (Technically we don’t need this for “everyone” but
it is still useful to assert who made this rights assignment.) We propose to use
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the “scope” attribute in the ODRL role element to indicate the new identifier,
and since all these new identifiers are multiple people, we assume they are also
in “group” scope.

As an example, if we wanted all my “friends of friends” to see the photo on
my social network, I would include the following statement:

<o:role uid="urn:renato.iannella.it’’
function="o:function/assignee/"
scope="http://odrl.net/role/all2ndConnections">

Notice that the uid is my own identifier as this is used to determine the
starting point of the social graph for all my friends of friends.

Finally, “No Access” is dealt with differently under the ODRL Version 2.0
Model. To support this, we would simply use a Prohibition (instead of a Permis-
sion). For example, if one friend is not allowed to access the asset:

<o:prohibition>
<o:asset uid="urn:facebook:renatoi:photos:mycat-88"/>
<o:action resource="o:action/display"/>
<o:role uid="urn:renato.iannella.it’’

function="o:function/assigner/">
<o:role uid="urn:facebook:freddie’’

function="o:function/assignee/">
</o:prohibition>

These new semantics for the ODRL Version 2.0 language are currently being
discussed and proposed in the ODRL working group to support Social Networks
privacy. These proposed extensions would also need to consider other related
privacy extensions, such as supporting the P3P [26] set of terms (eg retention,
purpose). The final outcome could be a revealing set of new terms to express
both traditional privacy concerns and new Social Network privacy issues, all
within the stable and reliable ODRL framework.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper has looked at two seemingly different, but related areas; privacy icon
design and ODRL extensions to support privacy. Typically these are dealt with
in different domains (eg user interface design, rights management). However, our
novel approach was to combine the two and see if there are improved outcomes.
Our emphasis has been on privacy interoperability - both at the user and ma-
chine levels. The key incentive for privacy interoperability depends on your view
as a User or Social Network service provider. As a user, privacy interoperability
means I can expect similar concepts to be presented to me in different online
Social Networks and my own Privacy policies to be recognised as I move be-
tween Social Network providers. As a Social Network service provider, privacy
interoperability means I can provide a predictable interface and service to all my
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users, and I can attract users to my service offering without loss of any Privacy
policies.

Privacy is, and will always be, a significant issue on social networks. We
clearly need to address the human aspects of privacy with innovative user inter-
faces supporting easily understood privacy dialogs/screens. At the same time, we
need to be aware that users will have multiple social network accounts, and with
a future drive towards more portability, will move their social experiences from
service to service provider. This requires that privacy policies can interoperate
across these service providers.

We have presented some early results from designing graphical icons for com-
mon social network privacy concepts followed up with usability experiments to
ascertain their match to privacy expressions. We also then proposed extensions
to the ODRL policy language to enable the privacy concepts to be captured and
represented in a machine language to support social networks interoperability.

Together, these two outcomes show a potential new direction for Social
Networks towards uniform Privacy user experiences and portable Privacy poli-
cies across these service providers. The users will ultimately benefit from these
changes with consistency and portability as well as the Social Network providers
in supporting stable and reliable privacy representations.
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Appendix

Table 1. Experiment 1 Results

Table 2. Experiment 2 Results


